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Abstract

The research contract was implemented by obtaining off-the shelf personal computer hardware
and data acquisition cards, designing the interconnection with the instrumentation system, writing
and debugging the software, and the assembling and testing the set-up. The hardware was
designed to allow all variables monitored by the instrumentation system to be accessible to the
computers, without requiring any major modification of the instrumentation system and without
compromising reactor safety in any way. The computer hardware addition was also designed to
have no effect on any existing function of the instrumentation system. The software was designed
to implement only graphical display and automated logging of reactor variables. Additional
functionality could be easily added in the future with software revision because all the reactor
variables are already available in the computer. It would even be possible to "close the loop" and
control the reactor through software.
It was found that most of the effort in an undertaking of this sort will be in software
development, but the job can be done even by non-computer specialized reactor people working
with programming languages they are already familiar with. It was also found that the continuing
rapid advance of personal computer technology makes it essential that such a project be
undertaken with inevitability of future hardware upgrading in mind.
The hardware techniques and the software developed may find applicability in other research
reactors, especially those with a generic analog research reactor TRIGA console.

INTRODUCTION

Research Contract 6049/R2/RB between the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Phil-
ippine Nuclear Research Institute (PNRI) began on 1 August 1990. It sought to incorporate Personal
Computers (PCs) with the Instrumentation System of the Philippine Research Reactor (PRR-1) for data
monitoring and analysis. At the time, the PRR-1 Instrumentation System was fully analog, containing
no microprocessors of any kind. After several extensions, the research contract ended on 14 April
1994.

There are many, benefits In the installation of computers in nuclear reactor Instrumentation systems.
Data collection could be automated and made more reliable, data display could be more effective with
video graphics screens, and computed reactor parameters could be displayed in real time. Some con-
trol functions could even be performed by computers.

Unfortunately, computers were just too big and expensive to be integrated in a cost-effective way with
the instrumentation of small research reactors until a few years ago. The invention of microproces-
sors and the evolution of PCs Into consumer items changed that. Not only did prices plummet be-
cause of mass production, but the power of small computers grew exponentially under market
pressure. • • • - • • .

* Research carried out in association with the IAEA under Research Contract No. PHI/6049.
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Microprocessors were used with instrumentation almost as soon as they were invented. By the time
PCs became consumer items, scientific laboratory equipment commonly had Internal microprocessors
or were controlled by external PCs. Some researchers had gone a» far as connecting PCs to nuclear re-
search reactors. Usually the connection was for a limited purpose, consisting of a data link to one or
a few instrumentation channels. These small-scale connections did not have a significant impact on
the reactor instrumentation system.

In contrast, entirely microprocessor-based research reactor instrumentation systems offered by some
vendors were revolutionary. Intended as they were to be complete replacements for existing systems.
However, the large capital Investment required was discouraging to most reactor owners who had ana-
log instrumentation still in excellent working order. A complete replacement was also certain to re-
quire extensive retraining of the reactor operators. It was also almost certain that there would be
teething problems with a new unproven system, which could cause reactor reliability to initially de-
crease.

The PRR-1 Instrumentation System was still fairly new in 1990. having been upgraded with a stand-
ard analog console from General Atomics when the PRR-1 was converted to a TRIGA reactor. Com-
plete replacement with a microprocessor-based system was not of any interest then. However, it was
realized that it was possible to obtain the benefits of computerization Inexpensively and without replac-
ing the existing system, which also meant there would be no need for extensive operator retraining
and no risk of decreased reliability.

Low-cost standard PCs were the key. These PCs could be passively linked to every existing instrumen-
tation channel and to every important electrical switch. The analog instrumentation would continue
to function as before. The computers initially would be used only for automatic recording and graphi-
cal display of reactor data. The benefits there alone would justify the PCs.

However, since all the variables monitored by the instrumentation would be available in the PCs. fu-
ture applications could go far beyond just data recording and display. These extended applications
would be based on doing complex computations on reactor data in real time. For example. Just with
additional software, the PCs could perform a reactivity calibration of one or more control elements dur-
ing a single reactor start-up, something which used to take hours or days of tedious experiments or re-
quired expensive auxiliary instrumentation.

It would even be possible to "close the loop" and let the PCs assume some control functions. For exam-
ple, the analog feedback loop connecting reactor power and period to the regulating rod (usually put
on line to automatically maintain reactor power) could be implemented in software If the PCs were al-
lowed to control regulating rod position. However, this step would go beyond passive connection to
the Instrumentation system and could not be taken lightly.

It was realized that a project to incorporate computers in such a large scale with the PRR-1 Instrumen-
tation System would require considerable knowledge of computers, both in hardware and in software.
Before PCs. very few reactor instrumentation people would have had the specialized knowledge. After
the explosion in PC use, the information needed by non-computer-specialized people to do hardware
and software development became widely available. By the nineties, a reasonably experienced, compe-
tent, and technically curious Instrumentation person probably already had enough PC knowledge to
begin such a project, and whatever additional knowledge he needed to finish the project he could get
easily.

Research Contract 6049/R2/RB was based on the conviction that such a project was desirable and
was meant to prove that it was at last feasible.

THE END-PRODUCT

The end-product of the research contract Is described here. The description should perhaps appear
nearer the end. but it would be easier to follow the rest of the report if It is already known what the
end-product looks like.

Data Display

Three video screens controlled by separate PCs display all the variables monitored by the PRR-1 In-
strumentation System. The screens are labeled Center. Left, and Right. See Figures 1. 2. and 3.
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Digital variables (those which have only a few discrete states, such as on/off) have text-only displays.
Analog variables (those which can have any value in a continuous range) have text displays showing
current values and also have scrolling plots showing their history, similar to strip-chart recorder out-
puts. A few analog variables that rarefy change have text-only displays. Other exceptions are the con-
trol element positions, which have bar-graph representations of the current positions instead of plots
of previous positions.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show test values, not actual reactor-derived values. (Note that all the plots are
sinusoidal.) Although the figures are in black-and-white, the actual screens are in color. Color inten-
sities are also reversed to print better on paper. (Dark screen colors are printed light, and vice-versa.)

The display colors of a variable change according to the value of the variable In comparison with one
or more setpoints. Five sets of colors are defined:

Condition:
Normal
Warn
Alarm
Scram
Emergency

Background Color:
Blue
Bright Blue
Gray
White
Red

Text and Plot Point Color
Gray
White
Black
Bright Blue
Gray

The bars representing control element positions are exceptions. Each bar Is in red if the correspond-
ing control element is attached to the drive, and In background color If the control element is unat-
tached and left in the core as the drive changes position. (The variables displayed are actually drive
positions, not control element positions.)

The screen background is predominantly blue when everything is normal. The background colors
were chosen to show an abnormal condition conspicuously, even at a distance where the text is not
readable.

Related variables are grouped together. For example, the variables monitoring the state of the electri-
cal power supply are all at the upper right corner of the Center Screen. Similarly, the variables moni-
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Rgure 1. The Center Screen
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torlng the state of the mechanical parts of the forced cooling system are grouped together at the right
side of the Right Screen.

Some variables affect the display of others. For example, the selpoints of Linear Power #2 and Fuel
Temperature #2 in the Right Screen are different depending on whether the reactor is at NATURAL
COOL MODE or FORCED COOL MODE.

The PCs sample data continuously in a program loop, as fast as the hardware allows. Even a slow PC
can take at least a hundred data sets per second, with each data set containing a sample of every vari-
able in the PRR-1 Instrumentation System connected to the PC. However, the screens are not up-
dated every time a data set is taken.
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Figure 2. The Left Screen

A PC updates Its screen when it detects that a state change has occurred. A state change is defined to
occur whenever any digital variable changes, or whenever any analog variable crosses a setpoint, or
whenever any control element position changes by 50 units. If no state change occurs within a pro-
grammed time interval, the PCs update their screens anyway. The update time Interval is nomlnalfy
100 PC BIOS ticks (about 5.5 seconds), but may be programmed longer for low-performance PCs or
shorter for high-performance PCs.

Each screen also shows the time and date of the last update at the bottom center. The three PCs con-
trolling the screens communicate with each other. The Center PC acts as a master timekeeper and
sends its own time and date to the other PCs so that all three PCs are synchronized.

An exception to the update routine can occur in the Right PC. When this PC detects that the reactor
is in PULSE MODE and that the transient rod has been fired, it immediately concentrates on the Pulse
Power Channel and ceases sampling all other variables. The channel is sampled at a rate of 3,200 Hz,
or one sample every about 0.3 milliseconds. Sampling continues until the designated storage space in
computer memory is exhausted in about ten seconds or until the PC has detected that the transient
rod has fallen back into the core and ended the pulse.

The PC then locates the pulse profile in the series of samples. (A typical pulse is only about 20 milli-
seconds wide, occupying about 70 consecutive samples out of a complete set of as many as 32,768
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Rgure 3. The Right Screen

samples.) The pulse profile is plotted on the screen (in the space usually occupied by the Linear Power
#2 channel, which the reactor instrumentation disables in PULSE MODE) and the PC resumes its
regular screen update routine.

The graphical display of the pulse profile has no equivalent in the regular PRR-1 Instrumentation Sys-
tem, which indicates only the peak power and pulse energy released, both calculated with analog cir-
cuits. (The Right Screen also displays these variables in PULSE MODE.) The pulse profile can be seen
with the standard analog TRIGA console only with an expensive high-speed recorder, which is not usu-
ally attached to the Pulse Power Channel.

A small block character at the lower left corner of each screen blinks on and off to assure the reactor
operator that the PC is operating normally and has not hung up for any reason. Warning messages
(for example, for a failed disk-write operation) may appear at the bottom of the screen.

Data Logging

Each PC is forced to save the current data set to memory when a state change occurs or when a pro-
grammed time interval passes without a state change. The save time interval is nominally 200 PC
BIOS ticks (about 11 seconds), and is not necessarily the same as the screen update interval.

The memory requirement for data saves is very modest, requiring only 58 bytes per data set in the Left
and Right PCs, and 108 bytes in the Center PC. When the PC has stored 1,000 data sets in memory,
it moves all the data to a disk file, to be preserved even if the PC is turned off. A special case occurs in
the Right PC after a reactor pulse has occurred. The whole set of sampled pulse data containing the
pulse profile is saved immediately to disk after the pulse ends.

In order to keep the saved disk files from overwriting each other, a disk file is given a unique file name
based on the time of day, and files are placed under a new subdirectory for every day of the year. The
file name also codes the source PC and the type of data contained (regular or pulse).
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A saved disk file ts 58.068 bytes long In the Left and Right PCs and 108.068 bytes long tn the Center
PC. (The extra 68 bytes are occupied by a file header) Each disk file represents as much as 3 hours
of history A single 120-megabyte hard disk (a common size today) can hold 8 months of data in the
Left and Right PCs and 4 months in the Center PC Gigabyte-size hard disks which will be practical in
the very near future can hold years of data. In practical use, the data would be archived in more per-
manent media and the hard disk cleared every few weeks or so.

The high data density is possible because data sets are saved in raw form and in binary format- In
this form, data files are readable only with the aid of a computer program. A simple reader was devel-
oped, but it is also possible to write more sophisticated programs which will process many disk files
from all three PCs at one time and extract specific Information,

THE HARDWARE

The PRFM Instrumentation System

In order to understand the way PCs had to be connected to the PRR-1 Instrumentation System, it is
first necessary to understand the way the system was built.

As part of TRIGA conversion of the reactor, the PRR-1 Instrumentation System was completely redes-
igned and rebuilt in 1984 with modem components (but without computers of any kind). Because of
the way the project was Implemented, the system can be divided into two parts the part that was pro-
vided by General Atomics (GA). and the part that was provided by PNRI. The split is physically obvi-
ous the system has two enclosures, the console for the GA part and another instrumentation cabinet
for the PNRI part

The GA Part

A generic analog TRIGA console monitors and displays reactor power, period, fuel temperature, and
pool water temperature Most of these variables are measured by more than one channel Although
there are no specific provisions for connection to the outside world, the measured variables are avail-
able as 0 to +10 volt signals from circuit board pin-outs.

The console also includes drive controls for the reactor's four safety blades, a regulating rod. and a
transient rod. Blade and rod drive positions are coded as proportional 0 to +10 volt signals and dis-
played by voltmeter circuits. The console has logic circuits to Interlock the operablHty of the drives
with conditions set by the power channels according to the operational mode selected The console
also has a servo system linking the regulating rod drive with one of the power channels.

The console houses the reactor's safety shutdown circuit, which accepts signals from the power and
temperature channels and automatically drops the safety blades Into the core when warranted. The
circuit also accepts external relay-contact shutdown signals

The circuits in the console can be classified Into three groups: two safety groups and a control group

The safety groups encompass those channels which can trigger the reactor's safety shutdown circuit
(also known as the scram circuit). The safety-related variables (reactor power and fuel temperature)
are each measured by two Independent channels, one in each group. To guard against common-mode
failure, the safety groups are mechanically as well as electrically separated from each other, as far as
they can be while mounted In the same console. The electrical components are In left and right con-
sole drawers Some Instrumentation channels are not linked to the safety shutdown circuit but are lo-
cated In either the left or right drawers without electrical Isolation, and are counted as part of one or
the other safety group.

The control group Includes everything else, especially the blade and rod drive controls. These circuits
do not provide signals to the shutdown circuit. These circuits are in the center section of the console.
away from the safety circuits.

The PNRI Part

The rest of the PRR-1 instrumentation measures water temperatures, flow rates, pressures, conductivi-
ties, and pH m both primary and secondary loops of the cooling system, in the emergency cooling sys-
tem, and In the clean-up and make-up systems, also water levels tn the pool and various storage
tanks; radiation levels beyond the shielding; arid the condition of the AC electrical power supply
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Moat of the variables are measured using conventional current-loop transmitter and receiver modules.
The transmitter modules are field-mounted close to the transducers sensing the variables, while the re-
ceiver modules are mounted In racks in a cabinet adjacent to the console. The receivers convert their
Inputs to 0 to +10 volt signals which are sent to display modules (panel meters) and a multi-pen strip-
chart recorder.

The safety-related channels have alarm modules, which compare the signals from the receivers with
setpoints, and which connect to the shutdown circuit in the console through relays. Each safety-re-
lated variable Is measured by two independent channels

Some variables are available only as on/off signals, typically from mechanical switches These signals
drive indicator lamps or relays In the cabinet.

The cabinet also has an annunciator panel providing audible and visual warning of abnormal condi-
tions. The annunciator Is driven by alarm modules or by external switches or relay contacts.

The cabinet also houses the push-button controls of numerous electrical motors connected to pumps
and blowers in the reactor's cooling system and ventilation system. Some of these motor controls are
interlocked using relay logic wtth the variables measured by channels in the cabinet, as well as with
the controls in the console

As in the console, the circuits in the Instrumentation cabinet can be classified into two safety groups
and a control group, which are mechanically and electrically separated. The safety channels are
mounted in the left and right wings of the Instrumentation cabinet Those control circuits which are
also housed In the left or right wings are electrically separated from the safety circuits in such a way
as to prevent acting as a bridge between any two safety channels.

The combined safety groups in both the GA part and the PNRI part will be referred to in this report as
the Left System and the Right System The combined control groups will be referred to as the Center
System.

The variables monitored by the PRR-1 Instrumentation System are listed in Appendix A

Off-The-Shetf PC Hardware

It was kept In mind that the research contract should use off-the-shelf PC hardware whenever possi-
ble, and the fabrication of special circuits should be minimized. The whole point of the research was
to investigate whether the work could be done with Inexpensive standard PC hardware, and by people
without extreme specialization in computers.

The Basic PC Hardware

It was obvious that the PCs to be used had to be B3M-PC/XT/AT compatibles. Only for this type of PC
were all the following true:

1. Hardware was inexpensive and widely available from many suppliers:

2. The computer architecture was open and non-proprietary, with information necessary for
programming and for connecting auxiliary hardware widely known and available;

3. The PC performance was powerful enough for the purpose

Nevertheless, there were sub-types and options within the IBM-compatible family from which choices
had to be made. The choices frequently were decided only by cost. The cost of better performance
came down drastically during the duration of the research contract, so that the hardware In use at the
end was very different from those in use at the beginning.

The initial PC hardware was quite modest: XT-class PCs with 640 kilobytes of memory, a 20-mega-
byte hard disk, a_Hercules-type monochrome display, and one or two serial ports- In the end, how-
ever, the project was using 80386SX-class PCs running at 33 MHz, 2 megabytes of memory, a
L20-megabyte IDE-type hard disk, color VGA. displays, and two serial ports.

At the time the research contract began, only PCs with 8088-type motherboards operating at 12 MHz
were affordable, which were usable but slow. Later. 80386-type motherboards operating at 33 MHz
came down to about the same price level, and were substituted for the originals for a considerable
gain in speed Similarly, Initially only video displays wtth monochrome graphics were affordable.
Later, color VGA displays came down In price and were substituted for the original displays, leading to
a great improvement in the quality of data presentation. A similar situation occurred wtth the hard
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disk drives 120-megabyte IDE-type hard disks were eventually substituted for the Initial 20-mega-
byte ST-506-type hard disks. Improving storage capacity six times and speed ten times at about the
same cost

Upgrading the PC hardware was painless and could be done step-wise because new components gener
ally were "downward-compatible'; i.e., old hardware and software could run with new hardware. The
only exception was the video system, where software written for monochrome graphics displays would
not work with color VGA displays. The difficulty was anticipated and avoided by writing the display
software in such a way that it was easily upgraded as well.

The Data Acquisition HardwarB

The crucial hardware was the data acquisition Interface between the PCs and the instrumentation. It
was necessary to digitize the analog signals from the instrumentation before it can be processed by the
PCs Even the on-off signals from the Instrumentation which were already digital needed transforma-
tion, since they were at voltage levels Incompatible with the PCs It was not necessary to fabricate the
necessary circuits because many vendors offered data acquisition interfaces for PCs. These typically
contained Analog-to-Digltal (A/D) Inputs. Digital Inputs (D/I). Digltal-to-Analog (D/A) Outputs, and
Digital Outputs (D/O) in one circuit board.

It was a matter of selecting the best-suited board. The following were the major considerations:
1 Cost The total cost for the data acquisition Interface should not be more one or two thousand

US dollars, meaning that each board should not cost more than a few hundred since several
were needed. Of course the research contract had limited funding, but it was also realized that
using a data acquisition Interface costing several times the cost of a PC (only a few hundred
dollars Itself) was against the spirit of the project.

2. Accuracy. The digitized signals should not be less accurate than the source analog signals.
A/D conversion was available with 8-btt, 12-bit, or 16-bit outputs. An 84>it output implied an
accuracy of 1 part in 256. or about 0.4% with bipolar signals and O.8% with the unipolar
signals actually available from the PRR-1 instrumentation. A 12-bit output Implied 1 part in
4096. or about 0.05% accuracy with the PRR-1 signals A 16-blt output Implied 1 part In
65536. or about 0.003% accuracy with the PRR-1 signals The analog PRR-1 instrumentation
channels typically had an accuracy of 0.5%. which meant that only 12-bit or 16-bit A/D
conversion was acceptable. The 12-bit interfaces were clearly preferable, since the 16-blt
Interfaces cost about twice as much. '

3. Phystcalform. Interfaces were available to stand-alone boaoes, which were independently
powered and typically connected to a PC through the serial port These could be connected to
any PC. even non-IBM-compatibles. Interfaces were also available as Internal phig-ta cards,
communicating with the microprocessor directly through the PC bus. A card could be used only
with a specific type of PC. The internal cards were preferable, since they simplified wiring and
were generally less expensive than the stand-alone interfaces '

4 Availnhttity of accessaries. It was desirable that accessories such as opto-fsolators. relay
outputs/and wiring adaptors "be inexpensively available ready-made from the same supplier
Some design and fabrication work could be saved. ' ' '

The PCL-812PG Enhanced Multi-Lab Card from B&C Microsystems was chosen as the basic data ac-
quisition card. In one card made to plug into the standard PC bus. there were 16/ 12-bit A/D chan-
nels. 16 D/I channels. 2 D/A channels, and 16 D/O rhanm»lfi The following accessory cards were
also used: the PCLD-780 Screw Terminal Board, the PCLD-782 16-Cbannel Opto-Jsolated D/I Board,
and the PCLD-785 16-Channel Relay Output Board. The general specifications of the data acquisition
cards are given in Appendix B

These cards were used throughout the duration of the research contract Upgrading was not attrac-
tive. The cost of better components did go down, but not to the same degree as that of the more com-
mon PC components, Also, upgrading the data acquisition Interlace would have required extensive
rewriting of the software, unlike that of the other parts of the PC

Specially-Built Hardware

Very few special-purpose hardware items needed to be fabricated. One of these was an opto-isolated
connector between the RS-232C serial ports of the PCs. functionally equivalent to a null-modem cable
The need for this circuit is explained In the next section, and its schematic is shown In Appendix C.

Buffer amplifiers were also needed between a few signals in the instrumentation and the data acquisi-
tion cards. No specific design is given in this report; many designs based on operational amplifiers
would have worked, since there was no exceptional requirement
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System Design

The following constraints were voluntarily Imposed when the hardware system was conceptualized::

1 There must be no reduction In safety. There must be no Interference with the safety shutdown
system, no interference with signals In safety-related channels, and no interference with
Interlocks or alarms.

2- The separation between the two safety groups and those between the safety groups and the
control group must be preserved

3, There must be no degradation of the existing system. There must be no signal Interference;
there must be no excessive loading of signal circuits; the Isolation of AC, high-voltage, and
other power circuits from signal circuits must be preserved, and no existing channel or
function must be removed or disabled,

4. The PC Installation must be considered temporary, at least initially All changes to the existing
system must be reversible, and any additions must be removable.

5 The PCs will not be allowed to directly control the reactor, at least Initially.

The constraints determined the following features of the hardware system design:

1, Three PCs had to be installed. Each PC hosted only the data acquisition cards associated with
one particular group. Four PCL-812PG cards were Installed to accommodate all the variables in
the PKR-1 Instrumentation System, one each in the PCs in the Left and Right Systems and two
cards In the PC in the Center System.

2 The cross-connections betweenPCs had to be opto-isdated. The PCs had to send digital signals
to each other. Some connections were handled through the data acquisition cards (see next
item). There were also connections through the serial ports of the PCs. far which a special
opto-lsolated RS-232C link was designed and built.

3. Each input digital signal had to pass through an opto-isokiting and conditioning circuit The Input
digital signals were supplied by switches or relay contacts at voltage levels inappropriate to the
data acquisition cards. The opto-isolarJon that had to be provided had the added benefit of
allowing the connection of a digital signal to a data acquisition card not in the same group. The
standard opto-lsolated D/I accessory boards of the data acquisition cards were used

4. Each input analog signal bappedfrom a highrtmpedancepofntlnthePIUi-1 tnstrunKntattonhadto
be buffered. Nearly all the take-off points for the analog Inputs of the data acquisition Interface
were already buffered, since they were intended to service panel meters or recorders. There
were only a few exceptions that needed buffering. The added buffers were designed to use
common operational amplifiers available In Integrated circuit form, and powered by the DC
supplies available In each of the groups to the PKR-1 Instrumentation System. No
opto-teolatlon was necessary, since analog signals were never connected to a data acquisition
Interface card not In the same safety or control group.

5 The D/O and D/A output signals available in Ihe data aaptisitm
but were not used/or the time being. These «igr«iia can be used in the future for control
purposes, after some wiring and software changes.

6 The PCs and their displays should be provided with electromagnetic shielding The PCs were
never actually Installed within the same cabinets housing the PRR-1 Instrumentation System,
but if they were. It would have been necessary to protect the existing Instrumentation channels
against radio-frequency interference from the PC motherboard and cards and magnetic
Interference from the PC display. The protection could have been provided with special
enclosures around the PC components. It was not believed the usual light sheet-metal and
plastic PC cases would have provided enough protection.

THE SOFTWARE

In keeping with the off-the-shelf philosophy of the project, the software was written to run with the
standard BIOS (In ROM) and MS-DOS (in disk) used by nearly all IBM-compatible PCs A custom-
built operating system might have had theoretical advantages In performance, but PC hardware was al
ready so advanced that slow software was not disabling, In any case, the skill to write a custom oper-
ating system was not available.

The software was written to require at least an XT-type BIOS and MS-DOS version 3 3. Eventually the
software was run with an 80386-type BIOS and MS-DOS 5.0, but the new features of the up-to-date
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operating system were not used. Also, the software was originally written to work with a monochrome
graphics display without assistance from the BIOS, but was later re-written to work with a standard
VGA display, using the BIOS In the VGA display adapter.

The software Initially developed was Intended to implement only data recording and display PC usage
could be greatly expanded with an extension of the software, with very little additional hardware.

Unlike the hardware, which was almost entirely off-the-shelf, the software had to be entirety custom-
written. Although most of the project's money went to hardware, most of the time went to writing and
debugging the software. Eventually almost 1.5 megabytes of source code was written and tested The
undertaking was Tnpnagrahif only by breaking it down into smaller tasks which were handled one at a
time, The descriptions which follow are given generally In the same order as the tasks they apply to
were handled,

Programming Languages

First, the programming language had to be chosen. Since the software would have to deal directly
with the hardware to get data In and out of the PCs, at least part of the software would have to be writ-
ten in a low-level language such as Assembler. However, it would be much easier to write the software
to rnanlpniati* th^ data (after It WaS Inside the PCs) With a high-level TnafhwTmHrgliy-rH-i^njwi language
such as Fortran It would also be easier for other people to modify or extend the software in the future
if it was written m Fortran, the Unguajrancn of scientific computing.

It was decided to use Microsoft Fortran 4,1 and Turbo Assembler 2.0 (referred to as Just MS-Fortran
and Assembler later in this report). Standard Fortran has no capability to deal directly with hardware,
but it can call subroutines written In another language. Subroutines in Assembler could be written to
conform with the calling and variable-passing conventions of the Fortran compiler. After separately
compiling the source codes and lmidr^ the various object files formed, single executable files could be
created which seamlessly integrate hardware and data manipulation in one package.

The use of an Intermediate-level language such as C was an alternative to the use of the Fortran-As-
sembler combination, but It was not adopted Both hardware manipulation and data processing could
be done In an intermediate-level language, but not as easily as with a specialized language for each.
Moreover, source code in C is notoriously difficult to follow by anybody but the writer, which win pose
a problem to future software revision- Furthermore, the programmer (the Chief Scientific Investigator)
already had much experience working with the Fortran-Assembler combination, but almost none with
C

The following compile options of Microsoft Fortran 4.1 were used:

/AL Use large memory model Program code and data can each be larger than 64 kilobytes.

/FPl Compile with emulator library. The program will use the math co-processor if it is Installed, but
an emulator library win allow the program will run even without the math co-processor

/4Yd Turn on compOe-time warnings about undeclared variables. The source code must explicitly
declare all variables This option promotes code clarity and aids debugging

/4Nt Allow names up to 31 characters bong. This option allows improved source code readability

No special feature of Turbo Assembler 2 0 was used

The Data Acquisition Card Driver

Attention was next paid to the problem of providing a software driver for the data acquisition hard-
ware. The support software provided by the vendor with the PCI^8L2PG card was examined. The soft-
ware was found to be a set of libraries intended to be linked with the user's object files. The libraries
support object code produced by some common C and Pascal compilers. The libraries contain subrou-
tines which provide control over the data acquisition card and also the means to transfer acquired
data to the calling program. Unfortunately, the software set did not Include a Fortran-compatible li-
brary.

The first software writing task was to write an MS-Fortran-compatible library m Assembler.. Using the
user's manual and the disassembled library code as guides (the vendor did not supply the source
code), a driver was written to provide the same functions for MS-Fortran as provided by the vendor's
drivers for C and Pascal The driver worked well, but after some expeHmentation. it was found that
the functions were not comprehensive enough for this application, and the subroutine calling conven-
tion was too unwieldy.
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That first driver was not actually used Nevertheless, the driver is useful for simple applications, and
the source code ts Included In this report for the benefit of PCL-812PG card owners who may wish to
use Fortran In the same way they use C or Pascal with the card.

A completely different software drtver for the PCL-812PG card was written next, also In Assembler,
which was the drtver actually used In the project The driver was written as a Terminate-and-Stay-
Resldent fTSR) COM-type DOS program. The driver is referred to hereinafter as the PCLTSR driver.

The PCLTSR driver Is a program Intended to be run before the main program, and which will keep it-
self In memory. The PCLTSR driver captures one of the unused software PC interrupts, through which
the main program calls a drtver function. The lnterrupt-drtven function-calling method Is similar to
the way the BIOS and'DOS operates, and the PCLTSR driver In effect becomes a part of BIOS and
DOS after it is run. Any program has access to the functions after the driver is loaded.

The following PCLTSR drtver functions are denned:
00 - reset driver
01 - start intemipt-driven scan
02 - return lnterrupt-drlven scan status
03 - return lnterrupt-drtven scan A/D data
04 - return D/l data
05 - return driver time
06 - set D/A data
07 - set D/O data
08 - set lnterrupt-drtven conversion gain
09 - set pacer timer divisors
OAh - start DMA-driven scan
OBh - return DMA-driven scan status
OCh - return DMA-driven scan A/D data

The program needs conversion to the COM form after compilation into executable code, for example by
the EXE2BIN utility, if the compiler cannot do the conversion directly. The COM file Is only 3600
bytes In size, but it allocates and retains an additional 64 kilobytes of memory to use as a buffer for Di-
rect-Memory-Access (DMA) data transfers.

Assembler Subroutines For MS-Fortran

Routines written in MS-Fortran cannot make interrupt calls, so they can have no direct access to the
PCLTSR drtver Subroutines callable by MS-Fortran were written in Assembler and compiled to create
object flies which were later linked with the MS-Fortran object flies These subroutines can make in-
terrupt calls and provide the link to the PCLTSR drtver.

Similarly. Assembler subroutines were prepared to allow MS-Fortran routines to deal with the stand-
ard PC hardware: keyboard, VGA display, serial ports, and disk drives. The Assembler subroutines
handle the hardware with the interrupt function calls provided by the standard BIOS and MS-DOS, ex-
cept In cases like the serial ports where BIOS or MS-DOS support is poor or nonexistent In these
cases the Assembler subroutines program the hardware registers directly.

Subroutines in Assembler were also written to provide access to some useful BIOS and MS-DOS func-
tions, such as those related to the PC time-of-day. A special subroutine in Assembler was also written
to calrulatr a Cyclic Redundancy Checksum (CRC| for a byte string (The CRC is used during serial
port communication.) The calculation could be done In MS-Fortran, but runs much faster In Assem-
bler

The compiled code for all these subroutines take up only about 12 kilobytes of the executable file after
Unking

MS-Fortran Routines

General Routine

The rest of the software was written in MS-Fortran. There were only four executable files (aside from
the COM file for the PCLTSR drtver): One EXE file for each of the Center. Left, and Right Systems for
data logging and display, and one EXE file to be run off-line to read the disk flies created by the other
EXE files Numerous source files went into each EXE file, however.

The files related to data logging and display files are referred to as LOGGER files In the rest of this re-
port, The executable files were actually named LOGGER_C.EXE, LOGGER_L.EXE, and LOG-
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GERJLEXE. (This pattern of naming flies to Identify the System was used many times) The files
related to data reading are referred to as READ_LOG files; the executable file was named
READ_LOG.EXE

The MS-Fortran LOGGER and READ_LOG source files are given In Appendices H through L Appendix
H contains source code common to alL Appendices I. J, K contain LOGGER source code for the Cen-
ter System, Left System, and Right System, respectively Appendix L contains READ_LOG source code

The * FOR files In the Appendices are listings of MS-Fortran routines. The • INC files are meant to be
Inserted during compilation In places designated by $INCLUDE statements in some of the * FOR flies
The •INC files contain declaration statements which must be consistent throughout the program

The LOGGER routine is similar In the Center, Left, and Right Systems. The general routine Is de-
scribed in the following paragraphs In this section. Variations are described in a separate section for
each System. The READ.LOG routine Is described in its own section.

LOGGER has a main routine ($MAIN) which calls subroutines to check and initialize the hardware,
and then transfers control to a subroutine (ACQUIRE.DATA) which Is the real core of the program.
When It regains control, $MAIN calls subroutines to reset the hardware and exits back to DOS

ACQUIRE_DATA initializes some variables, then enters a loop. The loop begins by blinking the on-
screen activity Indicator. Then the keyboard Is checked for the special keypress (Ctrl-Shlft-ESC) that
commands a program exit If the keypress was made, the subroutine breaks out of the loop and re-
turns control to the main program. The keypress Is the only way to quit LOGGER short of a reset or
turning off the PC. In the future, other keypresses may be programmed at this point to direct the ac-
tion of the program.

If the exit keypress was not made, ACQUIRE_DATA continues In the loop by obtaining new data from
the PCL-812PG card. The data is processed to determine if a state change has occurred. The loop
also checks If the save time Interval has passed. The old data is saved to memory if any of the two Is
true; otherwise the old data Is discarded as the new data replaces the old data. If memory is full, its
contents are saved to-dlsk and memory is flushed

The loop then continues to process any serial port message, and synchronizes time and date with the
other PCs. The loop then enters the screen update routine.

The screen is updated only if a state change has occurred or the update time Interval has passed, The
screen is not updated every time the loop goes through one cycle because the video hardware Is very
slow compared to the rest of the PC. and the time taken by too frequent screen updates would cause
some loss of reactor data.

ACQUIRE_DATA then goes back to the start of the loop to begin another cycle. More routines may be
added in the future to ACQUIRE_DATA before the loopback. limited oruy by the ability of the PC to
complete the routines fast enough to avoid an appreciable loss of reactor data,

ACQUIRE_DATA is primarily a control routine. The work Is actually done by subroutines. Many sub-
routines are common to the Center. Left, and Right Systems, but those dealing with acquired data are
specialized to one System. Each analog variable has a unique subroutine with two entry points: one
to check for a state change (PROCESS_xxxx). and another to update its part of the screen (UP-
DATE xxxx), The digital variables are handled as a group by two subroutines: PROCESS_DI_DATA
and UPDATE_DI_DISPLAY

Center System Routine

The Center System has two PCL-812PG cards, unlike the Left and Right Systems which have only one
each. It was decided not to Implement the more advanced methods of data transfer (lnterrupt-driven
and DMA-driven) m the second card, since this would need another IRQ and another DMA channel in
the PC in addition to those assigned to the first card. The second card Is therefore not as powerful as
the first card, The routines tn the Center System use the PCLTSR driver to access the first card, Just
like In the Left and Right Systems, but they call Assembler subroutines to access the second card di-
rectly.

The Center System serves as the master timekeeper. It sends synchronizing time signals to the Left
and Right Systems through the serial ports (The Center System's COM1 Is connected to the Left Sys-
tem's COM1, and the Center System's COM2 is connected to the Right System's COM1.) The Center
System also keeps track of the save time Interval and broadcasts a master save-data signal

The Center System acts as a master controller in another way: It accepts state-change signals from
both of the other Systems, and it makes sure all the other Systems get a save-data signal whenever
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any System signals a state change This ensures all data is saved when a state change occurs any-
where, preserving a "snapshot" of the entire PRR-1 Instrumentation System at that Instant

Left System Routine

The Left System routine does not differ greatly from the general routine.

Right System Routine

The Right System Is the only one that uses the DMA-driven data transfer mode of the PCL-812PG
card. The Center and Left Systems use interrupt-drtven data transfer for the first card, and the Cen-
ter System uses program-driven data transfer for the second card The Right System also uses inter-
rupt-drtven data transfer for its own card, but only if the reactor Is not currently pulsing,

When the reactor Is pulsing, only DMA-driven data transfer is fast enough to capture the pulse profile.
However, the PCL-812PG card can service only one A/D channel in DMA-driven mode, which is why
data acquisition is suspended for all other analog variables In the Right System during a pulse,

The Right System detects that the reactor is pulsing through digital variables which Indicate that the
console's Operations Mode Switch is in PULSE LO or PULSE HI. and that the transient rod has been
fired. The loop In ACQUIRE_DATA should be able to detect the event within milliseconds after the op-
erator has fired the rod, before the transient rod has even reached full travel. ACQUIRE.DATA then
switches the PCL.812PG card to DMA-driven mode, and skips all routines In the loop aside from
checking the digital variables to determine when pulsing has terminated. Pulsing ends when the tran-
sient rod falls back into the core, after the ten seconds the pulse mechanism allows It to stay In the
fired position.

ACQUIRE.DATA displays the pulse profile and saves the DMA-acquired data immediately to disk after
a pulse. ACQUTRE_DATA then resumes Its regular loop.

Routine To Read LOGGER Files

LOGGER creates two types of disk files Data from all variables is saved in a * LOG file Pulse data Is
saved in a *,DMA file, To conserve disk space and to preserve accuracy, raw binary data from the PCL-
812PG card is saved, not the processed data displayed on the PC screens The READ_LOG program
was written to read *.LOG files off-line independently of LOGGER, possibly In another PC entirely.

The READ.LOG routine begins by displaying a list of valid • LOG files In the default disk drive and di-
rectory and asking the user to select one. READJJOG identifies valid *.LOG files through the header
Included by LOGGER In each file. The header also Includes information identifying the System which
saved the fik (Center. Left, or Right) and the date and time the file was saved- This Information is also
displayed by READJJOG to help the user make a selection.

READJJOG opens the file selected by the user and displays the first data set it contains on the screen,
processed to show "real" values, not raw binary values. The user can page up or down In the file, or
Jump to a specific data set. READJJOG also knows about the setpolnts associated with each variable,
and color-codes the display to indicate an abnormal condition. There are separate display subrou-
tines for the Center. Left, and Right Systems because these save different data

READ_LOG was written only to browse through the data. Other programs may be written to process
an accumulation of disk files as a historical database of reactor operation, extracting more complex in-
formation as needed

TESTING

When the research contract started, the Intent was to do actual installation In the PRR-1 Instrumenta-
tion System and use the PCs during regular operation. It was not foreseen that the PRR-1 win be shut
down Indefinitely because of problems related to aging At the time the research contract ended, the
PRR-1 was still shut down for repair.

Although the Instrumentation System was not one of the reactor sub-systems causing problems. It
was not operational throughout the duration of the research contract. The reactor fuel was unloaded,
and the In-core parts of the Instrumentation (including the control element drives) were disassembled
and removed In order that the reactor pool could be emptied and Its liner rehabilitated
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It was therefore not possible to actually install the PCs in the PRR-1 Instrumentation System and do a
real test The best that could be done was to put together the complete PC set-up outside the PRR-1
Instrumentation System, and test to make sure the hardware and software works, and that the set-up
performs as designed. The wiring to the Instrumentation would be missing, but input signals could be
simulated with other voltage sources. Because the PC relationship with the PRR-1 Instrumentation
System was meant to be passive from the beginning, the lack of a physical connection did not prevent
a complete work-out of the set-up. The complete PC set-up was tested and debugged In this way

The PC set-up performed as designed- The data acquisition hardware worked as expected, and the
PCs established communications with each other and functioned as expected, although not until after
much software debugging.

Of-course. table-top testing cannot reveal all possible problems. In particular, there may be undiscov-
ered interactive problems with the PRR-1 Instrumentation System. (Some shielding against radio and
magnetic interference is already anticipated.) The PC set-up will be Installed and actually used when
the PRR-1 Instrumentation System is reactivated. It is expected that any such problem will be minor
and manageable. The greater problems of working out the hardware design and writing and debug-
ging the software can be considered solved

CONCLUSIONS

The research contract successfully showed that inexpensive off-the-shelf PC hardware can be con-
nected to a research reactor instrumentation system with ttrtntmal modifications to both PCs and In-
strumentation, allowing comprehensive computerized data monitoring without compromising reactor
safety.

It was found that most of the effort In an undertaking such as this win go towards software develop-
ment and debugging. Hardware knowledge is essential, but the effort expended in software Is much
less straight-forward and is much more time-consuming than the effort expended In hardware.

It was discovered that technological advances In PC hardware are so rapid that by the end of software
development, the original PC hardware will be obsolete and may be advantageously replaced with
newer hardware with the same cost Replacement Is made easier by the general downward-compatibil-
ity of new PC hardware. Software should be written with eventual hardware upgrading in mind.

It was proven that even an ancient programming language like Fortran can be used In a project such
as this, provided that the language Is fortified with subroutines written in Assembler. The language
combination may be the natural choice for non-computer-specialized reactor people who wish to write
and maintain their own PC software, and whose main experience in programming is In Fortran-

The research contract foiled to acquire real operating experience because of the Inoperable state of the
PRR-1. The basic conclusions are not affected, however, and real experience may be gained in the fu-
ture after the PRR-1 is rehabilitated.

It should be noted that the hardware was designed to connect with a generic TRIGA. analog console, of
which there are many world-wide. The design developed Is readily adaptable to any of these consoles,
and with only a little more work, to any other instrumentation system with similar electrical separa-
tion between redundant safety circuits.
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Appendix A

VARIABLES MONITORED BV THE PRR-I INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

Variable Nature Voltage Location

Pulse Mode
Cooling Mode
Wide-Range Log Power
Wide-Range Linear Power
Wide-Range Period
Linear Power #1
Linear Power #2
Demand Power
Pulse In Progress
1 kW Permissive
Pulse Peak Power
Pulse Energy
High Voltage (Wide-Range)
High Voltage (Linear Power # 1)
High Voltage (Linear Power #2)
Fuel Temperature #1
Fuel Temperature #2
Pool Water Temperature
Safety Blade #1 Position
Safety Blade #2 Position
Safety Blade #3 Position
Safety Blade #4 Position
Regulating Rod Position
Transient Rod Position
Safety Blade #1 Magnet Contact
Safety Blade #2 Magnet Contact
Safety Blade #3 Magnet Contact
Safety Blade #4 Magnet Contact
Regulating Rod Magnet Contact
Transient Rod Air
Rod Withdrawal Prohibit
Rod Control Power
Left-Hand Drawer Power
Rlght-Hand Drawer Power
Primary Hot Leg Temperature
Primary Cold Leg Temperature #1
Primary Cold Leg Temperature #2
Secondary Cold Leg Temperature
Secondary Hot Leg Temperature
Primary Flow Rate
Secondary Flow Rate
Clean-Up Flow Rate
Emergency Flow Rate
Primary Pump Differential Pressure
Clean-Up Water Conductivity
Primary Water Conductivity
Secondary Water Conductivity
Clean-Up Water pH
Primary Water pH
Secondary Water pH
Pool Level #1
Pool Level #2
Raw Water Tank Level

Digital
Digital
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Digital
Digital
Analog
Analog
Digital
Digital
Digital
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog

+ 15 VDC
+15 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
+15 VDC
TTL level
0 to+10 VDC
0 to +10 VDC
TTL level
TTL level
TTL level
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
0 to+10 VDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
6 3 VAC
6 3 VAC
6 3 VAC
6.3 VAC
6.3 VAC
6 3 VAC
TTL level
110 VAC
110 VAC
110 VAC
Oto+IOVDC
0 to +10 VDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC
Oto+IOVDC

Right Console
Right Console
Left Console
Led Console
Left Console
Left Console
Right Console
Center Console
Right Console
Left Console
Right Console
Right Console
Left Console
Left Console
Right Console
Left Console
Right Console
Right Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Center Console
Left Console
Right Console
Right Cabinet
Right Cabinet
Left Cabinet
Right Cabinet
Right Cabinet
Right Cabinet
Right Cabinet
Left Cabinet
Left Cabinet
Left Cabinet
Center Cabinet
Center Cabinet
Center Cabinet
Center Cabinet
Center Cabinet
Center Cabinet
Right Cabinet
Left Cabinet
Left Cabinet
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Variable Natun Voltage Location

Retention Tank Level
Seismic Detector
Bridge Position
Air Radiation Level
Bridge Radiation Level
Reactor Bay Radiation Level
Thermal Column Radiation Level
Gamma Room Radiation Level
Normal Exhaust Radiation Level
Hot Vent Radiation Level
Sump Pit Radiation Level
Clean-Up Demlneralizer Radiation Level
Tank Room Radiation Level
Cooling Tower Radiation Level
Control Room Radiation Level
Fuel Storage Radiation Level
Primary Pump On
Secondary Pump #1 On
Secondary Pump #2 On
Emergency Pump On
Make-Up Pump On
Clean-Up Pump On
Transfer Pump On
Drain Pump On
Sump Pump On
Storm Pumps On
Tower Pan #1 On
Tower Fan #2 On
[ntakeFanOn
Exhaust Fan #1 On
Exhaust Fan #2 On
Exhaust Fan #3 On
Emergency Fan On
Transient Rod Compressor On
Turbo Compressor On
General Service Compressor On
Isolation Vahre #1 Position
Isolation Valve #2 Position
Cooling Tower #1 Vibration
Cooling Tower #2 Vibration
Tower Basin Low Level
Low Secondary Sample Flow
Mains AC Power Fail
UPS In AC Power Fail
UPS Battery Low
UPS AC Output Fail
Generator AC On
Transfer Switch To Generator
Generator Start-Up Manual
Nest #1 Power Fail
Nest #2 Power Fail

Analog
Digital
Digital
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital

0 to +10 VDC
+24VDC
+24 VDC
Oto+VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0to+4VDC
0 to+4 VDC
0to+4VDC
0to+4VDC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
220 VAC
110 VAC
110 VAC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC
+24 VDC

Right Cabinet
Annunciator
Annunciator
Air Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Area Monitor
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Motor Control
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
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Appendix B

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS OF DATA ACQUISITION HARDWARE

PCL-812PG Data Acquisition Card

a Sixteen single-ended A/D Input channels Software-programmable bipolar Input ranges: ±5V. -
±2.5V. i l 25V. ±0.625V. ±0 3125V Accuracy: 0 015% of reading! 1 bit Linearity ± 1 bit.
Overvoltage: ±30V maximum continuous

• HADC574Z 12-blt successive approximation A/D converter Maximum A/D sampling rate: 30
kHz in DMA mode,

D Three A/D trigger modes: software trigger, programmable pacer trigger, external TTLH:ompatible
pulse trigger

D Three A/D data transfer modes: by program control, by interrupt routine, or by DMA transfer.

D Sixteen TTL-compatible D/I channels.

D Two 12-bit monolithic multiplying D/A output channels Output range of 0 to +5V or 0 to +10V
with on-board voltage reference: other ranges possible with external reference. AD7541AKN D/A
converter Linearity: ±0.5 bit Output drive: ±5mAmax Settling time: 30 microseconds.

D Sixteen TTL-compatlble D/O channels.

D Three programmable 16-blt timer/counter channels In Intel 8253 device. Two channels
permanently connected to on-board 2 MHz clock as programmable pacer, one channel free for user
application Pacer programmable from 35 minutes per pube to 0.5 MHz External gate
TTL-compatible.

O PC Interrupt channel Jumper-setectable between IRQ 2 or IRQ 7. Interrupt enabled through
software

• PC DMA channel Jumper-selectable between channels 1 or 3 DMA enabled through software

D PC I/O requirements: 16 consecutive addresses, with base address DIP-switch selectable for
address lines A8 to A4

• PC slot requirement: full-length 8-bit XT-type

D Signal connectors Five 20-pln post headers, one each for A/D. D/L D/A. D/O, and counter.

PCLD-780 Screw Terminal Board

D Universal screw terminal board to provide convenient signal connection to PCL-812PG card
Contains 40 screw terminals Connects to any two PCL-812PG post headers with two 20-pln flat
cables

PCLD-782 Opto-lsolated D/I Board

• Sixteen current-input channels In on-board screw terminals Input current 80 niA max to each
channel 4N25 opto-lsolator devices used Withstanding voltage 1500 VDC Input conditioning
circuits installable on-board

• Sixteen output channels connect to D/I post header of PCL-812PG through 20-conductor flat
cable Each channel buffered by voltage comparator
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PCLD-785 Relay Output Board

D Sixteen SPDT relays controlled by D/O from PCL-812PG card Relay contacts available In
on-board screw terminals. Contact rating: 120V AC/DC. 1 A. Breakdown voltage. 500V AC/DC
minimum Insulation resistance:: 100 Mohm typical Total switching time: 10 msec typical.

D Power supply +12 VDC Jumper-selectable as external or firom PC through PCL-812PG card

D Connects to D/O post header of PCL-812PG card with 20-conductor flat cable.
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Appendix C

• SCHEMATIC OF OPTO-ISOLATED NULL MODEM CONNECTOR

SUPPUEO BY
COMPUTER A

(NOT PART
OF RS-2J2C

STANOARO)

COMPUTER A
INPUT <;

SIGNALS

NOT SHOWN:
O.iuF. SOV BYPASS
CAPACITORS AT EACH
I.C. BETWEEN EACH O.C.
SUPPLY AND GROUND

SUPPLIED BY
COMPUTER B
(NOT PART
Or RS-232C
STANDARD)

COMPUTER 6
OUTPUT
SICNALS

COMPUTER B
INPUT
SICNALS

NOTE: CwnmunicotiWK may not b« ra<lobl« at a baud rat* obov* 19,200.


